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UNBANKED

New pressure on banks to offer affordable consumer
accounts
By Kevin Wack October 19, 2020, 9:00 p.m. EDT 3 Min Read

Pressure is mounting on banks to offer low-cost accounts that could help bring more unbanked households into the

�nancial mainstream.

On Monday, both the American Bankers Association and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. called on banks that do

not already offer accounts designed for previously unbanked consumers to start doing so.

The basic accounts cost $10 or less per month and they usually do not come with paper checks, and don’t charge fees

for either overdrafts or low balances. JPMorgan Chase, Citigroup, Bank of America andWells Fargoare among more

than 40 banks that offer such accounts, and on Monday ABA President and CEO Rob Nichols urged “the rest of the

industry” to join them.
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“We believe that expanding the number of banks that offer these safe, affordable accounts can help lower the number

of unbanked and underbanked in the country and promote �nancial inclusion,” Nichols said in a speech.

He added that 20 core providers — including Fiserv, FIS and Jack Henry — have committed to making it easier for

banks that use their technology to offer the basic accounts.

FDIC of�cials made a similar appeal to banks during a conference call announcing the results of a biennial survey that

tallies the number of Americans who lack bank accounts. The survey found that while 5.4% of U.S. households were

unbanked in 2019, the lowest percentage since the survey began in 2009, Black and Hispanic households were

substantially more likely than white households to be unbanked.
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The comments Monday from bank regulators and a leading industry group could put pressure on many smaller banks

to follow the megabanks’ example, though banks that are wary of cannibalizing their own fee revenue may choose to

ignore the advice.

During the Obama administration, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau put pressure on the nation’s 25 largest

retail banks not only to offer basic accounts, but also to promote their availability. But a recent list of participating

banks from the Cities for Financial Empowerment Fund, which developed the speci�c standards for so-called safe

bank accounts, indicates that more than half of those top-25 banks are not currently offering the accounts.

Richard Cordray, the CFPB’s former director, said in a recent interview that basic accounts appeal to younger

consumers who are worried about overdraft fees. He said in an email Monday he is pleased to see the ABA advocating

for �nancial inclusion, but suggested that the low-cost accounts themselves are little more than public relations

vehicles if banks aren’t actively marketing them in their communities.

“Having them for PR purposes, being able to show that they exist, is different from promoting them,” Cordray said.

If Joe Biden gets elected president, �nancial inclusion �gures to become a bigger priority for bank regulators than it

has been during the Trump administration. Policy ideas that recently drew favorable mentions by a Democratic unity

task force — made up of both Biden supporters and backers of Sen. Bernie Sanders — include postal banking and

universal consumer accounts through the Federal Reserve.

The FDIC report released Monday showed that the number of Americans who lack bank accounts has fallen

substantially over the last decade. The unbanked population peaked at 8.2% in 2011 and fell by more than a third over

the next eight years.

FDIC of�cials attributed the trend largely to improvements in socio-economic circumstances during that period. But

they warned that the pandemic-induced rise in unemployment is likely to cause more Americans to fall out of the

banking system.

The agency’s report also noted wide disparities between racial groups in 2019. “We found that approximately 14% of

Black households, and 12% of Hispanic households, did not have bank accounts,” said Karyen Chu, chief of banking

and consumer research at the FDIC. “That compared with less than 3% of white households.”

According to the FDIC, 48.9% of unbanked households in 2019 said that the main reason they did not have accounts

was that they did not have enough money to meet minimum balance requirements. Another 16% cited a lack of trust

in banks as the main factor, while nearly 9% pointed to either the size or unpredictability of bank fees.
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The ABA’s Nichols acknowledged that offering basic bank accounts will not close the wealth gap overnight. “Still it’s a

positive step in the right direction,” he said, “one we hope every bank will consider taking.” 

Kevin Wack Staff Writer,  American Banker

For reprint and licensing requests for this article, click here.
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Only a few credit unions were open to the public as polling sites in the 2016 election and those numbers are set to

be reduced even further this year.

By Aaron Passman
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Univest in Pennsylvania to shutter a �fth of its branches

The company will close eight locations, noting that customers have been quick to adopt digital channels during the

coronavirus pandemic.

By Paul Davis
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Can CDFIs help their communities while keeping investors satis�ed?

Southern Bancorp in Arkansas, which raised $35 million in capital from private investors, is out to prove that that

community development financial institutions can deliver attractive returns and fulfill  their missions to help the

underserved.

By John Reosti
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LAW AND REGULATION

Week ahead: New initiatives from credit union trades, regulator

Industry groups have launched new programs that are expected to carry over into 2021, while others are raising

new calls for Congress to tackle data security.

By Aaron Passman
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An attempt to make point-of-sale payment devices obsolete

MagicCube’s i-Accept is a hardware-free option for accepting card and electronic payments that could appeal to

cost-conscious small businesses and open up a new market for banks that provide them payments services.

By Penny Crosman

October 19

CAREER ADVANCEMENT

Ex-banker takes the helm at Naveo Credit Union

Andrea White, a former VP at Freedom National Bank, was named CEO of the Massachusetts-based credit union,

the first time a woman has held that position.

By Aaron Passman

October 19

PAYMENT FRAUD

Merchants brace for 'friendly fraud' surge as holiday shopping moves online

Online fraud typically spikes when holiday shopping begins in November, but so-called friendly fraud poses another

big threat this year with the pandemic pushing more consumers — and inexperienced merchants — to online sales

channels.
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Citi to offer true name card for transgender customers
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18th Annual Most Powerful Women in Banking
In a year of upheaval for the industry — and the country — these executives are rising to the moment and bringing

others along with them 
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Citigroup is now the third, and largest, U.S. financial institution to offer the Mastercard True Name feature, which

lets customers use their preferred name, rather than their legal name, on credit and debit cards. The cards are

targeted specifically for transgender and nonbinary people, who often face outsized financial hardship.

By Laura Alix

October 19

FINANCIAL INCLUSION

NCUA chief unveils plan to tackle 'the civil rights issue of our time'

In an exclusive interview announcing the regulator's new financial inclusion program, NCUA Chairman Rodney

Hood explains why the time was right to double down on the agency's efforts to expand access for marginalized

communities.

By Aaron Passman
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